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Abstract. In the presence of limitations in the availability of energy
for data centres, especially in dense urban areas, a novel system that
we call an Energy Packet Network is discussed as a means to provide
energy on demand to Cloud Computing servers. This approach can be
useful in the presence of renewable energy sources, and if scarce sources
of energy must be shared by multiple computational units whose peak to
average power consumption ratio is high. Such a system will use energy
storage units to best match and smooth the intermittent supply and the
intermittent demand. The analysis of such systems based on queueing
networks is suggested and applied to a special case for illustration.

1 Introduction

The Cloud offers dynamic provisioning of computing and networking resources
to applications that can thus be executed, on demand and in a distributed man-
ner at the best possible cost and quality of service. Middleware can help users
dynamically locate and select the most effective Cloud services that meet their
needs, and Cloud service providers can compete among themselves to meet the
users’ needs in the most cost-effective way. While the concentration of Cloud
services in data centres that can provide these services cheaply is an attractive
option, such concentrated centres have overall energy needs that are often pro-
hibitive [20]. In fact, when a data centre is installed its present and future energy
needs have to be planned in advance.

Such installations are already becoming quite difficult to install in large ur-
ban areas in Europe such as Paris or London where the computational needs
are greatest. Similarly, CO2 taxes are already deterring investments in such
larger centres [41]. An alternative approach for large urban areas is to distribute
computing power over a large number of smaller sites which will be operating
asynchronously, and to dispatch energy on demand when it is required by com-
putations, rather than to guarantee a high level of power availability all the
time.
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This leads us to the concept of Energy Packet Networks (EPN) which are
integrated adaptive electrical energy storage, distribution and consumption sys-
tems that we proposed recently [35,43]. In addition to the conventional scheme
for distributing energy based on instantaneous flow of current towards points of
energy consumption, EPNs offer the smart request and dispatching of units of
energy called Energy Packets (EP) to meet the demands of computing consumers
such as Cloud users, as well as other electrical devices and appliances. In EPN,
smart dynamic generation and storage combine with smart on-demand request
and dispatching of electric power. Such systems are particularly well adapted
to environments where renewable energy sources are common, and where effec-
tive means for storing energy, such as electric cars and uninterruptible power
supplies, are available.

In the case of energy provisioning for the Cloud, such a system will include ge-
ographically distributed renewable energy sources, conventional backup sources
of energy that originate from fossil and nuclear power plants, and a distribu-
tion network, together with distributed energy storage facilities and the small or
large data centres that create demand and that are provisioned with energy on
demand. Many of the consumption sinks may also be coupled at close distance
with one or more storage facilities.

The flow of energy in the EPN will be controlled by Smart Energy Dispatching
Centres (SEDCs) which receive requests from both the consumers (e.g. Cloud
servers) and from storage centres that wish to be replenished. The SEDCS then
optimise the energy flows by making the best use of renewable energy avail-
ability, storage centre state, and existing pricing policies, while satisfying the
demands and minimising peak energy flows through buffering and scheduling.
SEDCs will obviously be computer control centres which receive information and
make dispatching decisions from/to to energy switches via data communication
networks. The basic unit of energy in an EPN, an EP, can be viewed as a pulse
of power that lasts a certain time; it constitutes the basic energy delivery unit
of our system, say in KWH. The energy content of such a packet must be small
enough to be close to the smallest energy needs of consumers, e.g. running a
particular job or group of jobs at a data centre, and yet large enough to be
measurable and billable as a significant and useful quantity.

Although we not detail the approach in this paper, our vision is that the
SEDCs will use distributed adaptive schemes such as those developed for smart
packet network routing [10,19]. Thus when a request for cloud computing arises,
the SEDCs will not only select the computational resource which can do this
at lowest energy and/or economic cost, but will also dynamically provision the
energy dynamically. Similar ideas have been suggested for energy-aware network
routing in recent papers [28,29].

2 A Model for EPNs

Although the system we consider is intuitively appealing, its value resides in
its potential as a better means of delivering electric power for applications such
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as data centres and clouds whose energy consumption goes hand in hand with
their computational activities. Thus we need to model EPNs and evaluate their
performance advantages through system analysis. The paradigm of queueing
networks is particularly favorable for studying such systems hus in this section
we will develop a model representation for EPNs. The theoretical framework
that we will use is a class of stochastic networks [2] known as G-networks [6,9],
which:

– Represent the flow of a discretised commodity (the EPs) and its storage in
storage centres (STs) represented by queues,

– Representing the choices that are made regarding the distribution of these
flows through the EPN via routing probabilities for the EPs; note that these
routing probabilities would normally be determined by the SEDCs and can
be modified so as to optimise the system’s performance,

– The model can incorporate the flow of data as described in [43] so that
control decisions can be taken, for instance to select the demands made by
storage units and Cloud servers.

The data flows themselves will be coupled to the decisions to transfer EPs to-
wards the consumers, whose energy consumption process is coupled to their
computational service and is represented by a stochastic service process. Thus in
this model the EPs constitute the ”ordinary customers” of the queueing network,
the STs are the queues, the external arrivals of EPs are the energy produced by
different sources of energy, and the G– network’s ”triggers” are the data flows
regarding requests made by consumers or by STs whose energy buffers are emp-
tied by the Cloud servers, and are replenished by the renewable or other energy
sources.

The system we consider has a set G of energy sources each with an energy
generation rate g(i, t) in EP/sec at time t, for i ∈ E, where g(i, t) ≤ GM (i)
which is its maximum generation rate. The energy sources are either renewable,
in which case i ∈ R, or they are conventional in which case i ∈ C.

The system has a set of S of energy storage centres (ST) each with finite
storage capacity K(j), j ∈ S. Each storage centre has an energy conversion
efficiency 0 < ej ≤ 1 at its input so that on average the arrival of B′(j) energy
packets to ST j results in the storage of B(j) = ej .B

′(j) EPs. Furthermore, in
addition to its maximum energy storage capacity, it will also have a maximum
rate θ(j) at which it can store energy. It also has an energy loss rate which
is βj per unit time so that if storage is not replenished, the B(j) EPs that
S(j) contains will be depleted on average after a time B(j)/βj . In addition, a
ST will have a finite maximum rate D(j) at which it can deliver energy. Let
d(j, t) be the instantaneous delivery rate of the ST at time t and we will have
d(j, t) ≤ D(j). In fact, when energy is converted back from stored energy to a
flow that is dispatched to another storage or consumer centre, there will again
be an internal conversion loss, but we will include it within the parameter e(j).

We also have a set of C Cloud computing centres (CC) which are the main
energy consumers. The c−−th centre C(c) has an a consumption rate of m(c, t)
in EPs/sec at time t. Some of these CCs may also have the ability to store
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energy locally. A Data Centre with its uninterruptible power supply (UPS) is an
example of subsystem composed of a CC and a ST.

These centres are interconnected by an energy distribution or transport net-
work (EDN) represented by a graph, so that link (u, v) of the directed graph
represents a power line that has an energy transport capacity C(u, v) which is
the maximum amount of power that can be transferred instantaneously from
node u to node v. In addition the link will have an efficiency 0 < cuv ≤ 1
which is the fraction of energy introduced into the link that actually reaches
the destination. The nodes of the EDN may be production nodes, consumption,
storage nodes, or they may also be transduction nodes which can have many
inputs and outputs. A transduction node u does not generate or store energy
but dispatches it from one or more nodes to one or more other nodes; it has
a transduction power capacity T (u) so that for any successor node v we have∑

v C(u, v) ≥ T (u) and for any predecessor v we have
∑

v C(v, u) ≤ T (u). Thus
the incoming link capacities to a transduction node cannot exceed its own capac-
ity, while the transduction node’s outgoing links need to have a total capacity
that exceeds its own capacity. The transduction node u will also have an ef-
ficiency 0 < t(u) ≤ 1 so that a fraction t(u) of the power that it receives is
wasted.

Each CC will send its energy requests to some Smart Dispatching Centre
(SDC). SDCs are facilities that are interconnected to system components via a
computer– communications network. Each SDC keeps track of the energy needs
and requests in an area and assigns flows from the STs and EGs to the CCs.
The SDCs also send requests to the EGs so that they may replenish the STs.

The SDCs’ role is to satisfy the requests of the CCs and to make sure that
STs have a standby capacity to meet unexpected needs. The SDCs will typically
use pricing policies help the STs replenish their power at the best price, and also
when energy from photovoltaic, wind or from other renewable sources is more
readily available. The SDCs also attempt to maintain a flow of EPs across the
EDN which is as low as possible so that energy traffic peaks are avoided and the
EDN avoids saturation. Indeed one of the overarching objectives of the energy
packet system is to be able to operate reliably with the lowest overall load being
carried by the EDN.

Since the system as a whole depends on constant sensing, monitoring, com-
municaton and decision, the computer servers and network equipment will also
constantly consume energy and this needs to be included in the model. In par-
ticular we will assume that every unit in the system receives a constant flow of
energy from some of the energy sources (e.g. generators) for this purpose. The
assumption then is that each of the units in the system, whether it be a ST or
a CC, is aconnected to the generators to receive a flow of energy independently
of its own requests based on its consumption, to assure that the information
processing and communication systems can operate in a non– stop manner. Of
course the generators themselves will be similarly monitored and connected to
power sources (possibly the local units) but this aspect is neglected in the model.
The purpose of these continuously running power supply from the generators to
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the ST and CC is also to allow them to receive some flow of energy over and
above what they may request in order to allow their systems to operate all of
the time on standby.

3 G– Network Model of the EPN

Based on the previous presentation, a queueing network analysis of the system
that we have described can be constructed based on a stochastic representation
of energy production, storage and consumption. The only element that we will
not include in the model are the transduction nodes, but these can be included
in future studies. We represent by the probability πuv, the fraction of energy
leaving node u which is directed towards node v, while p(u, v) = π(u, v)c(u, v)
is the fraction of the energy that leaves node u and actually arrives at node v.
Furthermore, we also represent the effect of the SDC by its effect on the manner
in which energy is actually being requested and dispatched, so that q(v, u) will
be the probability that when node v ∈ S ∪ C consumes or dispatches energy to
some other node, then it requests energy from some other node u ∈ G ∪ S.

The time behaviour of the generators will be represented by Poisson flows of
rate γg for g ∈ G, while the time dependent energy consumption of consumers
will be represented by a rate parameter μk for k ∈ C. The leakage of loss rate of
a storage unit will be represented by an exponential distribution of parameter
βj , while the storage units’ instantaneous energy output cannot exceed some
given rate δj for j ∈ S. Each of the generators g will also attempt to provide
a flow φg of standby energy to the storage and consumer centres, as indicated
above, although the net standby energy flow it supplies will be φgρg if ρg is
the probability that the generator actually is able to supply energy, and will
obviously be strictly less than one in the case of renewable and intermittent
sources. As a result of these definitions, we can write equations that represent the
equilibrium behaviour of the whole system using G– network theory as follows,
where the main approximation concerns the formula that we will use to represent
the finite capacity of the storage units. Since the storage units have a maximum
energy delivery rate γj we will also define the parameter Dj as the actual energy
delivery rate of the ST j:

Dj = max[δj ,
∑

k∈C

ρkμkqkjπjk +
∑

i∈S

ρiδiqijπji] (1)

Applying G-network theory [3,4] we have the following system of non-linear
relations which describe the flow of energy into the storage centres and the
consuming centres into which energy arrives on demand:

Λj =
∑

g∈G

φgρgsgjcgj + ρjDj[
∑

g∈G

ρgqjipij (2)

+
∑

i∈S

ρiqjipij ], j ∈ S
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Λk =
∑

g∈G

φgρgsgkcgk + ρkμk[
∑

g∈G

ρgqkgpgk (3)

+
∑

j∈S

ρjqkjpjk], k ∈ C

where sgj is the fraction of standby energy that a generator g supplies to the
ST or CC j, while c(g, j) is the fraction of this energy that actually gets to the
destination. The unknown terms ρi, i ∈ S ∪ G represent the probability that
the corresponding storage centres and generators have energy to provide, while
ρk, k ∈ C represents the probability that a consumer centre is busy consuming
energy. These quantities are expressed as functions of the Λi, i ∈ S ∪C:

rk =
Λk

μk
, k ∈ C, (4)

rj =
Λj

βj +Dj
, j ∈ S, (5)

and for any unit that has finite capacity, such as a storage centre that can at
most store Kj EPs, we have:

ρj = rj
1− r

Kj

j

1− r
Kj+1
j

(6)

Note that (6) is an approximation that is exact when we deal with a single queue
with Poisson arrivals and exponential service times. We use it as an approxima-
tion in the networked systems that we are considering. Furthermore the case
with Kj = 1 also will apply to a data centre that is limited to storing the en-
ergy that it is instantaneously consuming. For example during a machine cycle,
all the energy that will be used in the cycle is already stored in the circuits
of the computer which is drawing energy from its power supply as it computes
successive cycles. When Kj = 1 we have

ρj =
rj

rj + 1
(7)

and

rj =
ρj

1− ρj
(8)

Since γg represents the nominal power generating rate of generator g at some
given time, where g can be either a non– renewable or renewable source of
energy, it will of course depend on the period of time being considered. For a
non– renewable source will generally be possible to vary γg within a lower and
upper bound, though changes may have to be carried out slowly over time. For a
renewable sourge γg will generally depend on the instantaneous conditions (e.g.
wind speeds, levels of ambient lighting for photovoltaic sources) but there are
also ways to limit its value if it is deemed to be too high. We can therefore obtain
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the probability that the generator is able to satisfy all of its demands, given by:

ρg = min[1,
γg

φg +
∑

k∈C ρkμkqkgπgk +
∑

j∈S ρjδjqjgπgj
] (9)

If the CCs also have unlimited local storage capacity, then from (4) we have:

ρk =

∑
g∈G φgμkρgsgkcgk

1−∑
g∈G ρgqkgpgk −∑

j∈S ρjqkjpjk
, k ∈ C (10)

In the special case where the STs have infinite storage capacity Kj = ∞ so that
ρj = rj , and the STs’ loss rate is negligible βj = 0 we also have:

ρj =

∑
g∈G

φg

Dj
ρgsgjcgj

1−∑
g∈G ρgqjipij −

∑
i∈S ρiqjipij

, j ∈ S (11)

In order to have enough energy for all the needs of the system, these equations
would have to satisfy the constraint:

∑

g∈G

γg ≥
∑

g∈G

[φg +
∑

k∈C

ρkμkqkgpgk +
∑

j∈S

ρjδjqjgpgj ] (12)

so that the total energy that reaches the storage centres and the consumers do
meet the rate at which they make their demands. Better still, ideally we would
also like all the consumers’ energy needs to be satisfied:

ρk = 1, k ∈ C (13)

4 A Special Class of EPNs

A special class of EPNs that has intuitive appeal would have the renewable
energy sources feed an overwhelmingly large part of their energy production
directly into storage units except for a small fraction that is sent to the data
centres just to keep them awake in case the storage centres are down. This has
the advantage of buffering the fluctuations of renewable energy sources, but will
also lead to potentially higher storage and energy conversion losses. In this case
after some analysis we can obtain results for two cases of interest.

Assume that the C data centres that are providing processing for the Cloud
are all identical and have the same statistically identical computational load.
Suppose that they all have unlimited local energy storage. Suppose also that
the ensemble of S storage centres are identical with unlimited capacity. and let
l be the fraction of power that is lost in transit through the energy transmis-
sion network. Assume also that the storage centres do not have any conversion
losses. After some calculations we can show from the preceding analysis that
the probability that any one Cloud service centre has enough energy to meet its
computational load is given by:

ρc =
γgG(1 − l)

Cμc
[(1 − s) + s(1 − l)] (14)
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where s is the fraction of energy that is sent directly to the storage centres.
On the other hand, under similar conditions, if the Cloud service centres do not

have the ability to store energy locally so that there may be energy wastage from
the energy they receive but do not absolutely need to run their computations
(for instance, they may use the energy to cool down their equipment at a higher
rate or to keep their machines running at a higher rate than is needed, then with
the same level of energy production γg the probability that one of these data
centres is unable to meet its computational load will be:

ρ∗c =
G
C γg(1− l)[(1− s) + sl]

μc +
G
C γg(1 − l)[(1− s) + sl]

(15)

so that quite obviously ρc > ρ∗c . This simply states that in addition to shared
energy storage it would also be useful to have local energy storage at the data
centres. However this analysis has not included the effect of energy loss at the
storage units, nor of loss due to reconversion, although this can be included in
the loss factor l. Thus the results will be mitigated when one considers these
additional losses in the storage units.

5 Conclusions

This paper discusses a novel system that we call an Energy Packet Network to
store renewable or cheap electric energy and deliver it on demand to compu-
tational systems in the Cloud. This approach can have great value whenever
scarce or valuable sources of energy must be shared by multiple computational
units whose peak to average power consumption ratio is high so that storage can
smooth the intermittent supply and the intermittent demand. A method for the
analysis of such systems based on queueing networks is suggested. The analysis is
applied to a special case, indicating that it would be advantageous to have local
energy storage at the data centres as well as energy storage units that are shared
among many different data centres. In future work we plan to show how SEDCs
can use distributed adaptive schemes such as those developed for smart packet
network routing [10,19] so that when a request for cloud computing arises, the
SEDCs will select the computational resource which can do this at lowest energy
and/or economic cost, and dynamically provision the energy dynamically.
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